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CE’s

This program is co-provided by the 
Home Care Institute, LLC. The Home 
Care Institute is accredited as a provider 
of continuing nursing education by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center’s 
Commission on Accreditation.

13 contact hours will be awarded for the 
Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy program.

No partial credit will be awarded.

Meals

Continental breakfast, a full-course 
lunch and refreshment breaks will be 
offered daily.

Social Event

TBD

Registration

Full conference and COS-C exam regis-
tration are available for this conference. 
Register online at www.oasisanswers.
com or use the form on the last page of 
this document.

Tuesday, September 25th
7:00 – 8:00am  Registration & Continental Breakfast                               

8:00 – 8:30am  Opening Remarks

8:30 – 9:00am  CMS Keynote Presentation: Post-Acute Care 

   2019 and Beyond

9:00 – 9:30am  CMS Post-Acute Care Cross-Setting 

   Updates for 2019

9:30 – 10:00am No Pressure! What’s New in 2019 for 

   Pressure Ulcer Items and Measures? 

10:00 – 10:15am Break

10:15 - 11:00am The OASIS-D Function Domain:  Unraveling 

   the Differences between M and GG Items

11:00 - Noon  Panel Discussion: 2019 Home Health 

Noon - 1:00pm  Networking Lunch (provided)

1:00 – 4:00pm  Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy (part 1)

4:00 – 4:15pm  Break

4:15 – 5:15pm  COS-C: Test Taking Strategies and 

   Study Questions

Wednesday, September 26th
7:00 – 8:00am  Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:00 – Noon  Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy (cont.)

Noon - 1:00pm  Networking Lunch (provided)

1:00 – 4:00pm  Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy (cont.)

6:30 - 9:00pm  Social Event

Thursday, September 27th
7:00 – 8:00am  Sign in and Continental Breakfast

8:00 – Noon  Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy (conclude)

Noon – 1:00pm  Networking Lunch (provided)

1:00 – 4:30pm  OASIS 2019 OASIS-D: Train the Trainer

6:30 – 8:30pm  Prep in Your PJ’s

Friday, September 28th 
COS-C Exam (optional)

8:15 – 8:45am   COS-C Exam Registration

9:00 – 11:30am COS-C Exam

Conference Highlights
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Conference Presenters

Alan Levitt M.D. is the Medical Officer in the Division of Chronic and Post-Acute Care at CMS.  
Dr. Levitt received his medical degree at Albany Medical College in 1982 and completed his 
residency in internal medicine at Hartford Hospital in 1985. Dr. Levitt was on the faculty in 
the Department of Medicine at University of Maryland Medical School and was the Director of 
the Stroke Rehabilitation Unit at University of Maryland Rehabilitation & Orthopedic Institute 
(UMROI, formerly known as Kernan Hospital).  At UMROI, Dr. Levitt was the Chief of Medi-
cine, President of the Medical Staff and at the time of joining CMS in 2013, was on the Board 
of Directors of the hospital. Dr. Levitt is responsible for the CMS quality reporting programs 
in nursing homes/skilled nursing facilities, inpatient rehabilitation facilities, long-term care 
hospitals, home health agencies and hospices.

Dr. Tara McMullen, PhD, MPH, is the Senior Health Analyst for the Division of Chronic & Post 
Acute Care, and technical lead for work focused on standardizing post-acute care patient 
assessment data and quality measures as mandated by the Improving Medicare Post-Acute 
Care Transformation Act of 2014 (IMPACT Act). Dr. McMullen has the led the efforts to develop 
and standardize the pressure ulcer new and worsening, functional assessment, drug regimen 
review, incidence of major falls, discharge to community, Medicare spending per beneficia-
ry, and transfer of health information measures. Dr. McMullen also assists in the efforts to 
standardize the patient assessment data elements across specified clinical domains. While at 
CMS, Dr. McMullen has also aided in the development of the quality measures for the Nursing 
Home Quality Initiative, co-led the Elder Maltreatment Initiative, and supported the National 
Partnership to Improve Dementia Care in Nursing Homes. Dr. McMullen has published in var-
ious peer reviewed healthcare journals on aspects related to workforce/staffing, quality, and 
communication in the healthcare field. Dr. Tara McMullen received her Doctorate in Gerontol-
ogy from the University of Maryland, and her Master in Public Health from the University of 
Nevada, Reno.

Linda is a physical therapist with a Masters in Health Sciences. She has worked in the home 
health industry since 1988, is a nationally recognized expert on OASIS, the Hospice Item Set 
and quality measurement and improvement. She serves the Centers for Medicare & Med-
icaid Services (CMS) and its contractors, assisting in home health and hospice quality mea-
sures development, data set refinement, and maintenance and updating of Guidance Manuals 
and other key provider education resources for the Hospice Item Set and OASIS. She provides 
oversight and subject matter expertise to manage contracts for CMS’s OASIS Q&A Help Desk, 
CMS’s Home Health Quality/Star Rating Help Desk, and CMS’s Hospice Quality Reporting 
Program/HIS Help Desk. She served as the President and a Founding Member of the OASIS 
Certificate and Competency Board (OCCB), and continues to oversee the COS-C Exam as 
Chair of the Exam Review Task Force. Linda is President and Founder of OASIS Answers, Inc.

Alan Levitt
M.D.

Linda Krulish
PT, MHS, COS-C

Tara McMullen
PhD, MPH
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Conference Presenters (continued)

Marian is a registered nurse with over 25 years’ experience in home health, hospice, and 
community-based services.  In her current capacity as Senior Director of Clinical Quality and 
Value for OAI, Marian manages the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Home 
Health Quality Help Desk, is a clinical leader for the CMS Home Health Value-Based Pur-
chasing Technical Assistance contract, and serves as a home health subject matter expert 
for many CMS sub-contracts related to home health and post-acute quality measures.  In her 
past roles as a CMS contractor, Marian worked closely with the CMS to plan and implement 
national home health quality initiatives including services as Director for the 2007 Home 
Health Quality Improvement National Campaign to reduce avoidable hospitalizations. Marian 
served on numerous CMS technical expert panels and quality improvement committees in-
cluding the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Technical Expert Panel for 
the development of the Home Health Care CAHPS (Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Pro-
viders and Systems), the CMS Technical Expert Panel for OASIS Process Measures, and CMS 
Workgroup for Home Healthcare Process of Care and Outcome Measures Workgroup.

Wendy is a physical therapist since 1989 with experience in home health, acute care, rehab, 
outpatient, and skilled nursing. She is an Associate Professor at the School of Physical Ther-
apy at Regis University in Denver, Colorado. Wendy is a Geriatric Clinical Specialist (GCS) 
and Certified Wound Specialist (CWS), has a Geriatric Training Certificate (GTC), and serves 
on the editorial board of Topics in Geriatric Rehabilitation. She has co-authored books on 
home health rehabilitation and has published hundreds of articles on home health therapy in 
peer-reviewed and trade publications. She provides training nationally on geriatric strength-
ening, wound assessment and management, falls prevention, and competency training for 
home health physical therapists on the drug regimen review and pharmacology. Wendy has 
earned the Certificate for OASIS Specialist-Clinical (COS-C) designation and is a Senior Asso-
ciate Consultant with OASIS Answers, Inc.

Desiree is a registered nurse with a background in home health, hospice, and care manage-
ment. Desiree has experience managing a Customer Service/Referral Intake Department for 
a large multi-state home health and hospice organization, serving as Clinical Nurse Liaison 
supporting patients transitioning between settings, and providing care management services 
by implementing new models of care delivery as a Practice-Based Care Manager for a large 
integrated delivery financing system (IDFS). She currently provides content expertise to the 
CMS Home Health Quality Help Desk, and supports the CMS Home Health Value Based Pur-
chasing Contract work. Desiree holds the Certificate for OASIS Specialist-Clinical (COS-C) 
designation and serves as a Clinical Consultant for OASIS Answers, Inc.

Rhonda, a registered nurse, has been in home care since 1979 as a direct care provider, 
intake and utilization manager, quality improvement coordinator, and staff educator. Since 
1999, she has developed and conducted provider training nationally related to OASIS, diagno-
sis coding and regulatory compliance. Rhonda specializes in medical record review to identify 
OASIS and coding accuracy and to determine compliance with the Medicare Home Health and 
Hospice benefits. She currently provides content expertise to the CMS OASIS Q&A Help Desk 
Contract. She holds both the Certificate for OASIS Specialist-Clinical (COS-C) designation and 
Board Certified Home Health-Coding (BCHH-C) designation and is an AHIMA approved ICD-
10-CM trainer. Rhonda is a Senior Consultant with OASIS Answers, Inc.

Wendy Anemaet
PT, DPT, PhD, GCS, 
CWS, GTC, COS-C

Desiree Winterhalter
RN, BSN, COS-C

Rhonda Will
RN, BSN, COS-C

Marian Essey
RN, BSN, COS-C



Be the Keystone in the Bridge to Excellence
Full Conference Schedule

7:00 - 8:00 am

8:00 - 
8:30 am

8:30 - 
9:00 am

10:15 - 
11:00 am

10:00 - 10:15 am

11:00 - 
12:00 pm

1:00 - 
4:00 pm

4:15 - 
5:15 pm

9:00 - 
9:30 am

9:30 - 
10:00 am

12:00 - 1:00 pm

4:00 - 4:15 pm

Title

Registration & Breakfast

Opening Remarks

Break

Break

Networking Lunch (provided)

CMS Keynote Presentation:
Post-Acute Care 2019

and Beyond

CMS Post-Acute Care 
Cross-Setting 

Updates for 2019

No Pressure! What’s New in 
2019 for Pressure Ulcer Items 

and Measures? 

The OASIS-D Function Domain:  
Unraveling the Differences 
between M and GG Items

Panel Discussion:
2019 Home Health

COS-C Exam Preparation:
Test Taking Strategies 
and Study Questions 

(optional)

Blueprint for 
OASIS Accuracy

Speaker(s)

Linda Krulish

Dr. Alan Levitt

Dr. Tara McMullen

Linda Krulish

Dr. Wendy K. Anemaet

Dr. Alan Levitt
Dr. Tara McMullen

Dr. Wendy Anemaet 
Linda Krulish
Marian Essey

Desiree Winterhalter

OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

Description

Welcome and invitation to embrace the 
transformation of home health and post-acute care.

CMS leadership will provide a guided tour down the path 
of item and measure development that will demonstrate 
the pivotal role of OASIS accuracy as the keystone that 
bridges CMS development to then achieving quality and 
excellence.  

Understand the vision and the future of cross-setting 
post-acute care cross-setting data collection items 
and measures through the eyes of CMS IMPACT Act 
leadership.

Discover how to code Pressure Ulcer items for OASIS-D.
The updates to the pressure ulcer quality measures, 
OASIS items and data collection guidance will be critical 
to support success in your agency’s data collection accu-
racy and quality initiatives. 

Gain an insightful understanding of the differences be-
tween OASIS-D M ADL/IADL items and the GG function 
items including how they align, how they differ, and the 
important uses for both for home health payment, quality, 
and risk adjustment. Explore new assessment strategies 
for accuracy and leave with training tips for these signifi-
cant OASIS-D changes.

What questions do you have about 2019 OASIS-D, 
cross-setting IMPACT measures, Star Ratings, Public 
Reporting or the future of the Home Health Quality Re-
porting Program? Our CMS Panel is eager to provide in-
sight and perspective to support your home health 
quality reporting program questions. 

Be one of the first attendees at the OAI OASIS-D premiere 
event, the Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy workshop. This 
workshop offers engaging, timely, and comprehensive 
education directed at the field data collectors, their su-
pervisors and those who manage the quality and financial 
results of OASIS data collection. 

Begin to prepare for the first COS-C exam for OASIS-D by 
attending this test taking strategy session. This option-
al session, is an in-depth presentation about the COS-C 
exam domains and the best study resources to use in 
exam preparation. 

Tuesday, September 25, 2018

W
O
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P BLUEPRINT
for
OASIS
ACCURACY
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OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

  

  

Full Conference Schedule 
(continued)

Wednesday, September 26, 2018

Wednesday, September 26, 2018

Thursday, September 27, 2018

Friday, September 28, 2018

7:00 - 8:00 am

7:00 - 8:00 am

8:00 - 10:00 am

8:00 - 10:00 am

1:00 - 2:30 pm

2:30 - 2:45 pm

2:45 - 4:00 pm

6:30 - 9:00 pm

10:15 - 12:00 pm

10:15 - 12:00 pm

10:00 - 10:15 am

10:00 - 10:15 am

12:00 - 1:00 pm

12:00 - 1:00 pm

1:00 - 4:30 pm

6:30-8:30 pm

9:00 - 
11:30 am

8:15 - 8:45 am

Continental Breakfast

Continental Breakfast

Break

Break

Break

Social Event TBD

Networking Lunch (provided)

Networking Lunch (provided)

Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy 
(continued)

Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy 
(continued)

Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy 
(continued)

Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy 
(continued)

Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy 
(continued)

Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy 
(conclude)

2019 OASIS-D:
Train the Trainer

Prep in Your PJ’s!!
Exam Study Session

Exam Registration

Certificate for 
OASIS Specialist – 

Clinical (COS-C) Exam

Speaker(s) DescriptionTitle
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OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

OAI’s Blueprint 
Presenter Team

Linda Krulish
Rhonda Will

Marian Essey

The OAI team will present ready-to-use training tools and 
tips to facilitate a smooth transition from OASIS-C2 to the 
2019 OASIS-D in your agency. No need to spend hours de-
veloping materials. Join us and get started training, even 
at the conference. With the wealth of knowledge and com-
mitment to OASIS accuracy among your fellow attendees, 
this interactive session is sure to be one of the conference 
highlights!

Join the OAI Blueprint Team for a one-on-one and small 
group opportunity to get your OASIS data collection ques-
tions answered one last time before the COS-C exam. It’s 
informal and relaxed with snacks provided. 

The Certificate for OASIS Specialist –Clinical (COS-C) examination 
is a nationally standardized, psycho-metrically validated test that 
for 14 years has successfully evaluated the candidate’s knowledge 
of the most current CMS OASIS guidelines. The COS-C exam is a 
2.5 hour test with 100 multiple choice questions.

See page 4

See page 4

See page 4

See page 4

See page 4

See page 4



CMS Keynote Presentation:
Post-Acute Care 2019 and Beyond
Tuesday, September 25, 2018

Critical Updates

Presenter:

CMS leadership will provide a guided tour down the path of item and measure development 
that will demonstrate the pivotal role of OASIS accuracy as the keystone that bridges CMS 
development to then achieving quality and excellence.  

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

     •  Gather insights from CMS leadership on the OASIS and quality measure 
 developments for 2019 and beyond.

     •   Understand your key role in CMS quality initiatives for home health 
 (quality measures, star ratings, public reporting) 

Alan Levitt
M.D.
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CMS Post-Acute Care Cross-Setting 
Updates for 2019 
Tuesday, September 25, 2018

Critical Updates

Presenter:

Understand the vision and the future of cross-setting post-acute care cross-setting data 
collection items and measures through the eyes of CMS IMPACT Act leadership.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

     •  Gain an understanding of the future of post-acute care quality initiatives driven by the   
 IMPACT Act 

     • Understand the advancements in cross-setting measures and standardization to 
 support patient-centered care

     • Learn the current plans for quality measures and data collection related to the IMPACT   
 Act mandates

Tara McMullen
PhD, MPH
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No Pressure! What’s New in 2019 for 
Pressure Ulcer Items and Measures? 
Tuesday, September 25, 2018

Critical Updates

Presenter:

Discover how to code Pressure Ulcer items for OASIS-D.  Revisions to the quality measures, 
OASIS items and the data collection guidance will be critical to understand to support success 
in your related quality initiatives.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

     •  Learn how to utilize patient assessment data to accurately code pressure ulcer items   
 for OASIS-D

     • Learn how the new pressure ulcer quality measures will be calculated for home    
 health and across post-acute care settings

     • Understand the differences in the 2 versions of the IMPACT pressure ulcer measures   
 (items, guidance, specifications and reports) 

Linda Krulish 
PT, MHS, COS-C
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The OASIS-D Function Domain:  
Unraveling the Differences 
between M and GG Items
Tuesday, September 25, 2018

Critical Updates

Presenter:

OASIS-D has significant changes to the ADL/IADL and the Functional Ability and Goals sec-
tions including the addition of new (GG) and removal of some (M) items.  This session will 
provide an overview of these changes, including a comparison of the OASIS-D ADL/IADL (M) 
items and the Function (GG) items.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

     •  Gain an insightful understanding of the differences between the OASIS-D ADL/  
 IADL (M) items and the Functional Ability (GG) items including how they align and   
 how they differ

     •   Understand the uses of each of these items for home health payment, quality,   
 and/or risk adjustment

     •   Leave with new assessment strategies for OASIS accuracy including training tips   
 for these significant OASIS-D changes

Wendy K. Anemaet 
PT, DPT, Ph.D., GCS 
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Panel Discussion: 2019 Home Health 
Tuesday, September 25, 2018

Panel Discussion

Presenters:

What questions do you have about 2019 OASIS-D, Cross-setting IMPACT measures, Star Rat-
ings, Public Reporting or the future of the Home Health Quality Reporting Program? Our CMS 
Panel are eager to provide insight and perspective to support your home health quality report-
ing program questions. 

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

    •  An opportunity for the audience to gain insights into OASIS and quality measure 
 development from CMS and the presentation panel.

    •  An opportunity for the panel to learn from the day-to-day efforts that agencies 
 experience in implementing new measures, items, and guidance.

Marian Essey
RN, BSN, COS-C

Tara McMullen
PhD, MPH

Alan Levitt
M.D.

Desiree Winterhalter
RN, BSN, COS-C

Linda Krulish 
PT, MHS, COS-C

Wendy K. Anemaet 
PT, DPT, Ph.D., GCS 
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Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy
Tuesday, September 25 – Thursday, September 27, 2018

  Educational Workshop

Presenters:

Spend thirteen intense and fun hours learning all there is to know to collect OASIS data accurately. Understand 
the specifics of the new and changed OASIS-C2 items and process measures. Update your knowledge of data 
collection rules and conventions. Demonstrate mastery of learned concepts through participation in 
application scenarios.

The Blueprint for OASIS Accuracy workshop offers engaging, timely, and comprehensive education directed 
at the field data collectors, their supervisors and those who manage the quality and financial results of OASIS 
data collection. 

The OASIS Answers’ Blueprint Team provides up-to-the-minute education based on the latest CMS guidance, 
also identifying when specific OASIS guidance is not available and clinical judgment is appropriate. 

Expert presenters offer the motivated learner the highest quality and most preferred OASIS training available 
with unprecedented access for questions.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

     •  To demonstrate comprehension of CMS OASIS data collection guidelines by documenting assessment   
  findings in OASIS items accurately 

     •   To enhance compliance with the OASIS Prospective Payment System (PPS) 

     • To provide the learner with the latest CMS documents to facilitate researching answers to future 
 questions and to support data collection in special situations

     • To provide a preparatory review for candidates for the Certificate for 
 OASIS  Specialist – Clinical (COS-C) examination
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OASIS-D: Train the Trainer
Thursday, September 27, 2018

Critical Updates

Presenters:

The OAI team will present ready-to-use training tools and tips to facilitate a smooth transition 
from OASIS-C2 to the 2019 OASIS-D in your agency. No need to spend hours developing mate-
rials. Join us and get started training, even at the conference. With the wealth of knowledge 
and commitment to OASIS accuracy among your fellow attendees, this interactive session is 
sure to be one of the conference highlights!

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

     •  Identify changes between OASIS-C2 and OASIS-D including changes in the items and in   
 data collection guidance

     •   Apply ready-to-use OASIS-D training materials to train staff on accurate data collection   
 including changes in the items and guidance

     • Learn how to accurately collect data for OASIS-D 

     • Identify areas where agency staff may have challenges in accurate OASIS-D data 
 collection and how to train and audit to assure accuracy
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The Certificate for OASIS Specialist –Clinical (COS-C) examination is a nationally standardized, 
psycho-metrically validated test that for 14 years has successfully evaluated the candidate’s knowl-
edge of the most current CMS OASIS guidelines. The COS-C exam is a 2.5 hour test with 100 multiple 
choice questions. This comprehensive exam covers not only item by item guidance and conventions 
(Ch. 1 and Ch. 3 of the OASIS Guidance Manual and CMS OASIS Q&As), but also OASIS regulations 
(Medicare COP Section 484.55 Comprehensive Assessment and CMS OASIS Cat. 2 and Cat. 4b M0080 
Q&As), time points (events that trigger OASIS data collection), and patient populations (which patients 
require data collection). The certificate is renewable every three years by successful retesting.

Whether you are renewing your COS-C designation, or taking the COS-C exam for the first time, take 
advantage of the study sessions and exam preparation activities planned during this conference.

Special COS-C Exam Preparation Support

COS-C Exam Preparation: Test Taking Strategies and Study Questions
Tuesday, September 25th: 4:15 – 5:15pm 
New to the COS-C Exam? Has it been awhile since your last formal standardized exam? Attend this 
optional session for an in-depth presentation about the COS-C exam domains and the best study 
resources to use in preparation. 

Prep In Your PJ’s! - A Special COS-C Exam Review Session 
*Don’t forget to pack your PJ’s! 
Thursday, September 27th: 6:30 – 8:30pm 
Join the OAI Blueprint Team for a one-on-one and small group opportunity 
to get your OASIS data collection questions answered one last time before 
the COS-C exam. It’s informal and relaxed with snacks provided. 

Facilitators: 
Linda Krulish, PT, MHS, COS-C 
Rhonda Will, RN, BS, BCHH-C, COS-C
Marian Essey, RN, BSN, COS-C

COS-C Exam Preparation in Advance of the Conference  
For more information regarding the COS-C exam process, exam scope, detailed content on exam 
domains, and sample test questions, please visit: www.oasisanswers.com/content/ExamPrep 

COS-C Exam Friday, September 28, 2018
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Conference Venue Details

Embassy Suites - Baltimore Inner Harbor
Embassy Suites is a stylish downtown Baltimore hotel that has 
been newly renovated. Connected via skyway to The Grand meeting 
facility, the Embassy Suites is located in the heart of Baltimore’s 
downtown business district. The Grand is one of the most distinc-
tive meeting facilities in the state of Maryland.

222 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, MD 21202

The hotel has full-service amenities like WiFi and a business 
center.  All of the inviting and smoke-free guest rooms feature flat-
screen TVs, hair dryers, coffee makers, irons and ironing boards.

Room Block 
There is a limited discounted room block rate arranged at 
$159 per night at the Embassy Suites. Please call 800-EMBASSY 
and indicate you are with the OASIS Answers’ Educational Confer-
ence for the discount.  Room block expires on August 26th or until 
all rooms are reserved.

Transportation
Baltimore-Washington International (BWI) Airport is about 10 miles from the hotel.  The hotel does not offer 
a shuttle service to/from the airport.  A one-way taxi ride will cost approximately $35-$40 and Uber will run 
around $22.

Parking
Self-park is available for $16/day (St. Paul Garage)
Valet parking is available for $34 for overnight guests, or $24 per day.

THINGS TO DO IN BALTIMORE

Baltimore is the largest city in the U.S. state of Maryland, and the 29th-most populous city in the country. It was estab-
lished by the Constitution of Maryland and is not part of any county; thus, it is the largest independent city in the United 
States. Baltimore has more public monuments than any other city per capita in the country and is home to some of the 
earliest National Register historic districts in the nation, including Fell’s Point, Federal Hill and Mount Vernon Place. More 
than 65,000 properties, or roughly one in three buildings in the city, are listed on the National Register, more than any 
other city in the nation.  If you have time, try to visit:

•  Oriole Park at Camden Yards   •  Maryland Science Center         •  National Aquarium
•  Broadway Market in Fell’s Point  •  Harbor place and the Gallery for shopping

14



425.868.5484 . F OASISANSWERS.COM425.868.2304 

Print and mail completed form with check, money order or credit card
information to OASIS Answers, PO Box 2768, Redmond, WA 98073

You may also fax the completed form or register online.

. P

NAME ON CARD:

SIGNATURE:

CARD
NUMBER:

EXPIRATION:  / VISA              MASTER CARDCARD TYPE:

AMEX      DISCOVER

CV
CODE:

ZIP CODE:

FIRST NAME: LAST:

TITLE: COMPANY:

ROLE:

ZIP CODE:

CONFERENCE / COS-C EXAM REGISTRATION 

STREET:

STATE:CITY:

EMAIL ADDRESS: PHONE: (       ) 

If you have any dietary requirements, please contact Jennifer Funk at jennifer.funk@oasisanswers.com

COS-C?          YES         NO 

IF YES, EXPIRATION DATE?

/ /
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Please complete a separate registration form for each registrant.
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September 25-27, 2018 / The Grand venue
22 St Paul Place, Baltimore, MD 21202

To confirm your status please visit: 
oasisanswers.com/exam/cos-c-results

Workshop fees include educational sessions, handouts, breakfast, lunch and breaks.
*You must be a current COS-C at the date of the exam to qualify for discounted renewal exam rate.
Check your status at: http://www.oasisanswers.com/exam/cos-c-results

CONFERENCE HOUSING:
To be arranged by attendee; Limited Block of Rooms at Discounted Base Rate of $159 is available at the Embassy Suites attached via skybridge to 
conference venue at THE GRAND. Contact the hotel directly at 1-800-EMBASSY and request the OASIS Answers room rate. Limited Room Block available 
until August 28, 2018 on first come, first reserved basis.

CANCELLATIONS/TRANSFERS
Workshops: Notification of cancellation must be submitted in writing to OASIS Answers, and received more than 30 days prior to the event date. A 10% 
processing fee will apply. NO refunds for cancellation for any reason will be made within 30 days of the event date. A written request to transfer a 
registration to another individual within the same organization is permitted with a $50.00 administrative fee.

Exam: Exam registration fee is non-refundable. No refund or credit for No Shows. If OAI is notified of inability to sit for a live paper & pencil exam PRIOR to 
the testing date, the candidate can transfer exam registration to another candidate within the same company for no additional fee; or candidate can use 
credit amount for future exam or OAI products. Credit is valid for 12 months.

3 Day OASIS Answers Conference

COS-C EXAM - Initial

COS-C EXAM - Renewal*

2018 INSTANT OASIS ANSWERS - Perfect Bound

2018 INSTANT OASIS ANSWERS - Spiral Bound

Sept 25-27, 2018

Sept 28, 2018

Sept 28, 2018

$699

$250

$200

Quantity  X   $65 ea

Quantity  X   $65 ea

$849

$250

$200

$1079

$250

$200

ADVANCE
RECEIVED BY
August 11, 2018

REGULAR
RECEIVED BETWEEN
Aug 12 - Sep 10, 2018

LATE
RECEIVED AFTER

Sep 10, 2018

TOTAL $

TOTAL
REGISTRATION

FEE

EVENT
DATE(S)

ConsultantEducator/Trainer

Other:Field Sta«

Admin/Director Auditor



PO Box 2768, Redmond, WA 98073

425.868.2304       425.868.5484 Fax       www.oasisanswers.com

BE THE keystone IN THE 
BRIDGE TO EXCELLENCE


